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BC Hydro May Change How You Are Billed for Electricity  
Since 2008, BC Hydro has priced the electricity it sells to residential ratepayers according to a Residential Conservation 

Rate approved by the BC Utilities Commission. The goal of the Residential Conservation Rate is to encourage customers 

to use less electricity and improve energy efficiency by charging less for the first block of electricity used in a billing period 

(e.g., 9.39₵/kWh for the first 675 kWh used per month) and charging more for anything beyond the first block of energy 

(e.g., 14.08₵/kWh for beyond 675kWh in a month). The Residential Conservation Rate was implemented at a time when 

BC Hydro was facing an energy supply deficit and new sources of energy were deemed expensive, and as a result BC Hydro 

wanted to encourage energy conservation. 

However, as we approach 2022, things appear different than they were in 2008. From changes in: 

• Customer energy needs and expectations (e.g., increasing reliance on electricity to meet modern needs), 

• Government legislation and policy to encourage de-carbonization of the economy (e.g., electric vehicles, 

switching to electric home and water heating), 

• Reductions in the cost of new energy supply (e.g., renewable generation costs have reduced), 

• Energy conservation objectives with a 2017 BC Hydro study indicating that the Energy Conservation Rate was no 

longer achieving new energy conservation1, and 

• Committed new generation supply (i.e., Site-C to come online starting in 2025), 

BC Hydro now finds itself with an energy surplus and is receiving feedback that BC citizens want to encourage 

electrification (e.g., electricity conservation objectives are preventing a switch to electric vehicles, home, and water 

heating).  Therefore, BC Hydro is contemplating moving to other electricity rate designs (i.e., changing from conserving 

electricity to encouraging electricity use for things like EV charging, home heating, etc.). 

Did You Know? 
BC Hydro provides safe, reliable, affordable, and clean energy to over 4,000,000 provincial customers. In the fiscal year 

2018/19, BC Hydro’s network of 30 hydro plants, 300 substations and 79,000 kilometers of transmission & distribution 

lines contributed to 97.8 percent of clean energy generated in BC and served 95 percent of the province’s population. 

Out of 22 North American utilities surveyed for the 2018 Comparison of Electricity Prices in Major North American Cities, 

BC Hydro had the third lowest residential rates. 

Source: https://www.bchydro.com/content/dam/BCHydro/customer-portal/documents/corporate/accountability-

reports/financial-reports/annual-reports/BCHydro-Quick-Facts-20200831.pdf  

 

 
1 As per Residential Rate Design Engagement Session with BC Hydro on 19 May 2021. 

https://www.residentialintervener.com/
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An Energy Surplus Until 2030 
As shown in Figure 1, BC Hydro now expects to be in an energy surplus from now until 

approximately 2030. Although having excess energy generation sounds like a universally good 

thing, it has a dark side under utility regulation. Specifically, having excess generation means 

that the per unit cost of electricity sold to residential ratepayers is higher than it would be if 

all the generation was fully utilized. Simply put, because the revenue BC Hydro collects to pay 

for its assets (e.g., hydroelectric facilities, transmission, and distribution lines) is determined 

by the value of its assets and not the market price of electricity, selling less electricity (i.e., 

having excess generation supply) means that the electricity price needs to be higher to reach the same revenue 

requirement (e.g., Revenue Requirement = Unit Price x Quantity Sold, but as Quantity Sold goes down, Price must go up 

to achieve the same Revenue Requirement)2. 

Figure 1: BC Hydro’s Current Load/Resource Balance (Energy) 

 

What is Rate Design? 
BC Hydro is considering a range of potential rate designs to replace (or update) the current Residential Conservation Rate, 

but before we get into the options being forwarded by BC Hydro, we will take a slight detour to discuss what Rate Design 

is, why it exists, and the principles it tries to achieve. 

Rate Design: As a residential customer, understanding what factors affect your electricity bill is likely important to you.  

Not surprisingly your electricity bill is primarily determined by electricity usage (e.g., how much electricity you use) and 

the price you pay per unit of electricity.  Although there are other items on your bill, the dominant determinant of your 

total BC Hydro bill is volume of energy (measured in kWh) used and price per unit of energy (measure in $/kWh)3.   

 
2 NOTE: We are making the simplifying assumption that the average value of excess energy generation sales that PowerEx can obtain 
is less than the average price of energy sold to BC residential ratepayers. 
3 Examples include fixed charges not directly related to usage (e.g., the fixed cost of being connected to recover monthly billing 
costs, the connection between your home and the distribution or transmission system, etc.), other special levies etc.  In the future, 
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To better understand the impact of rate design for your energy bill, the difference between rates and rate design is 

important. To determine what you pay on your bill there is a three-step process: 

1. Determine the Revenue Requirement: Electric utilities are entitled to collect a specified amount of money, 

called Revenue Requirement, from all ratepayers (residential, commercial, and industrial). The Revenue 

Requirement is based on flow-through costs, depreciation costs, and utility profits, but as crazy as it sounds the 

quantity of electricity sold is not one of the factors that determines the Revenue Requirement. To learn more 

about this topic, we encourage you to read our previous newsletter: https://uploads-

ssl.webflow.com/60a2c768289ac03b58ab1f99/615bbbbf6c667c8d00557f65_CORP-D002-RPT-R00-EXT%20-

%20BCUC%20Proceeding%20Process.pdf  

2. Determine The Rates: Rates determine how much money utilities will collect from the different ratepayer 

classes (or groups).  There are three ratepayer classes in BC: Commercial, Residential (you), and Industrial.  The 

RCIA works to ensure residential class of ratepayers pay only their fair share and not more compared to the 

other rate classes (e.g., commercial, industrial). 

3. Determine the Rate Design: Once the amount of money that will be collected from a 

ratepayer class is determined in Rates, Rate Design sets the formula through which money 

will be collected from different ratepayers in that class (i.e., from you as a single customer as 

a member of the Residential Ratepayer class). Underpinning rate design (i.e., determining the 

formula for money collection) is a series of decisions about the typical and desired behavior 

of ratepayers. Changing the formula (i.e., rate design) allows the utility to economically 

incent different behaviours, and to transfer wealth between members of ratepayer class 

(called cross subsidization). 

There are many trade-offs that occur when determining rate design and it is never possible to fully satisfy everyone 

equally. As a result, value and economic judgements that are made about the types of behaviours that are considered 

more desirable (e.g., behaviours that are incented) and behaviours that are less desirable (e.g., behaviours that are 

discouraged). 

Figure 2: Utility Revenue Requirement, Rates, and Residential Rate Design 

 

 
capacity charges (i.e., peak demand charges) may appear on your bill so that both energy usage and peak usage will be used to 
calculate your bill. 

https://uploads-ssl.webflow.com/60a2c768289ac03b58ab1f99/615bbbbf6c667c8d00557f65_CORP-D002-RPT-R00-EXT%20-%20BCUC%20Proceeding%20Process.pdf
https://uploads-ssl.webflow.com/60a2c768289ac03b58ab1f99/615bbbbf6c667c8d00557f65_CORP-D002-RPT-R00-EXT%20-%20BCUC%20Proceeding%20Process.pdf
https://uploads-ssl.webflow.com/60a2c768289ac03b58ab1f99/615bbbbf6c667c8d00557f65_CORP-D002-RPT-R00-EXT%20-%20BCUC%20Proceeding%20Process.pdf
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What Makes a Sound and Fair Rate Design? 
What is sought in developing a sound and fair rate design? Throughout the last century, there have been many suggestions 

through various economic discussions, however James C. Bonbright published the Principles of Public Utility Rates4, which 

has laid the foundation of pricing theories and economic concepts in supporting rate designs since 1961. For brevity, 

Bonbright’s Principles of Public Utilities can be summarized as follows5: 

There are several attributes associated with these 

principles. They can be divided amongst three (3) 

categories: 

1. Revenue-related Attributes: Stability and 

predictability of revenues and of the rates 

themselves, with minimal unexpected 

changes adverse to ratepayers (i.e., your 

rates should change smoothly). 

2. Cost-related Attributes: Promoting 

innovative policy that responds to 

changing supply and demand patterns 

while simultaneously discouraging 

wasteful use of service and undue 

discrimination in rate relationships (i.e., 

rates should be fair to most people and 

encourage innovation to make effective 

use of resources). 

3. Practical-related Attributes: Simplicity, certainty, convenience in payment and collection, as well as public 

understandability and acceptability (i.e., you should be able to understand your bill and what behaviours affect 

your bill). 

Myriad of Rate Design Options 
Although an overwhelming myriad of rate design options exist, BC Hydro is currently focused on several broad Residential 

Rate designs. Table 1 below illustrates the different rate design and their various benefits. 

Table 1: Rate Designs and Benefits Matrix 

Rate Design Definition Benefits 

Conservation Rate (a.k.a. Inclining Block 
Energy Charge) 

Higher energy charge applies for 
usage above a threshold. 

Economic efficiency during energy 
deficits. 
Encourages energy conservation. 

Flat Energy Charge Plus Fixed Basic Charge Same energy charge applies for all 
usage. 

Bill, revenue, and rate stability. 
Flexibility to introduce additional 
voluntary rates. 

Declining Block Energy Charge Lower energy charge applies for 
usage above a threshold. 

Economic efficiency during energy 
surpluses. 
Encourages additional usage. 

 
4 ISBN-13: 978-0910325233 
5 RCIA acknowledges this is a complex and nuanced topic with many opinions in economic literature, courts, and utility commissions, 
but is summarizing key points for the purpose of this newsletter. 
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Time Varying Energy Charges Energy charge varies over the day. Economic efficiency during capacity 
deficit. 
Shift usage out of peak demand 
times. 

Demand Charge Demand charge applies for 
highest power draw in the month. 

Fair allocation of costs. 
Improves utility fixed cost recovery. 

 

Rate Design Concepts 
Considering Table 1, lets illustrate some concepts energy utilities could select when formulating rate design. Remember, 

the same revenue is collected from Residential Ratepayers as a whole, rate design is about who within the Residential 

Ratepayer class pays for the electricity they use: 

Table 2: Rate Design Concepts and Benefits Matrix 

Rate Design Concept Benefits Who Might Pay More 

Maintaining the Inclining Block Rate Encourages energy conservation 
Less charges to your energy bill 
Discourages electrification 

Customers with no access to natural 
gas, have large families and/or large 
homes, or who live in cold, rural 
areas 

Eliminating the Inclining Block Rate Improves bill and revenue 
stability for BC Hydro 
Reduces winter heating bills 
Improves affordability of electric 
heating 

Customers who already aim to 
conserve energy, use natural gas, or 
lower income families, small 
families and/or homes 

Voluntary Whole Home Time Varying Rate Improves flexibility (e.g., greater 
service differentiation across rate 
classes 
Improves affordability (e.g., 
reduces bills for customers who 
can shift when they use energy) 

Customers with rigid or inflexible 
work schedules 

Voluntary End-use Rates Improves economic efficiency 
(e.g., sending price signals to 
reduce peak demand) 
Minimizes transmission and 
distribution investments 
Supports decarbonization (e.g., 
encouraging EV and heat pump 
adoption) 

Customers who cannot participate 
as they do not have the end-use 
technology (e.g., no EV or heat 
pump adoption) 
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BC Hydro’s Objectives for Rate Design Renewal 
Considering all the rate design options and concepts laid out for consideration, 

BC Hydro values above all else four (4) primary objectives when undertaking rate 

designs: 

1. Affordability; 

2. Economic Efficiency; 

3. Decarbonization; and 

4. Flexibility. 

These concepts will be explored in greater detail in Part 2 of this newsletter, as well 

as a deeper dive into BC Hydro’s Cost of Service and demographic analysis of 

residential ratepayers. 

Main Author 
Matthew Matusiak 

Mr. Matusiak is an electrical engineer-in-training with experience working in the renewable 

and non-fossil fuel emitting energy industries since 2019. Mr. Matusiak has participated in a 

variety of construction management and electrical design activities during this time, and is 

continuing to develop proficiencies in project management, stakeholder engagement and 

strategic planning. 

 

Feedback? 
We are trying to gauge the topics and level of detail our readers want and need.  Please provide any feedback you have 

at: info@residentialintervener.com

 


